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Introduction

Welcome to LiveProfessor the Audio Processor.
LiveProfessor lets you use audio effect plugins during live performances.
LiveProfessor gives audio engineers access to compressors and reverbs; keyboard
players can use virtual instruments, and guitarists can load up amps and stop-boxes.
Over 3000 different plugins have been loaded by LiveProfessor users, so there are
endless possibilities.

System Requirements
Windows:
Windows 7 (32 or 64) or higher
Preferably an ASIO compatible sound card
Mac
OSX 10.8 or higher
Preferably a professional sound card. It is recommended to use Thunderbolt / PCI over USB.
We have defined no minimum hardware specs, but more CPU power lets you use more plugins with
lower latency.
Optimize your system for running live audio.
That means, no Internet, no background tasks, nothing not strictly needed.
Here is an article with some details: http://goo.gl/7sbonA

License files

After installing LiveProfessor, it will run in “trial-mode” for 100 days.
There are no limits during the trial period.
Use this time to make sure your system is stable and the software does what you need.
When you buy the application, you will receive a link to a license file. This file is applied by clicking the
Select License File button.
If you ever wish to move the license, this can be done by going to the Help menu and selecting About.
Then click “Remove license.”
The license is valid for one user. This means you can install it on multiple computers, but not share it with
friends, or use it on multiple machines at the same time.

First Run
Installing Plugins
To get LiveProfessor to do something useful, you need plugins.
The supported plugin formats are VST2, VST3, and Audio Units (Mac) 32 and 64 bit.
We will now assume you have downloaded some plugins and installed them according to the plugin
creators’ instructions.
Now, you need to let LiveProfessor know where they are. This is done in the plugin manager.

Plugin Manager
Open the plugin manager by going to the Options menu and selecting Plugin Manager.
Click “Scan For Plugins” and select one of the plugin formats to look for.
The VST formats let you choose which folders to scan.
Make sure all license-dongles etc. are connected when scanning starts.
Once the scan completes, you should see a list of plugins with their status.
If the scanning should fail because of a misbehaving plugin, you can start the scan again, and the
problem-plugin will be skipped.
You can remove the plugins you don’t need by selecting them (use shift to select multiple), right click,
and select Remove Selected Plugins.

Audio Settings
The first time you run LiveProfessor, you must review your
audio settings.
Open the Audio & Midi Options panel from Options >
Audio & Midi Options.
Select the audio device you would like to use. On
Windows, we prefer ASIO as Audio device type.
Select sample rate and Audio buffer size.
The buffer size will influence the latency introduced by
the system. Lower values will give you lower latency at
the cost of CPU and system resources.
Test how low you can set the buffer on your specific
system.
If you experience clicking / distortion / dropouts, try raising the buffer size.
See articles on feedback.liveprofessor.net latency issues
Audio Input & Outputs
In the Audio & Midi Options dialog, there is a section to let you choose which audio input and output
should be active.
This can simplify the patch view inside LiveProfessor.
Maybe you only need the digital I/O of your device? In addition, you can rename the I/O- ports in the
User Label column to give them names that relate to your actual setup.

MIDI Inputs

Plugins and chains are not directly connected to your MIDI equipment. LiveProfessor has an MIDI input
and output patch that lets you give each input/output a name and select which hardware device should
be used.
Midi Devices are configured under Options > Audio & Midi Options > MIDI Devices.
Devices connected when starting the program are added by default.
You can add a new device by clicking the
button.
The device list has these columns:
• Use: Click to enable/disable this device inside LiveProfessor.
• User Label: The name you are presented inside the program. For instance, you could call the
device “Keyboard 1”, while the actual device name is “USB MIDI 123”.
• Hardware Device: Click to select the hardware device to use for this input/output.
• MIDI Thru/Direct out: Input only. Here you can, optionally, select an output device to forward
all incoming MIDI to.
You can save a default MIDI patch to be used by future project by clicking on Use As Default.

Replacing A Missing Midi Device

If you create your project using a MIDI device and then later replace this device with a new one, LiveProfessor must be told what to do with the missing device.
You will get an error message when loading the program, telling you there is a missing MIDI device.
To fix this, open the MIDI Device widow (Options > Audio & Midi Options > Midi Devices) and click in the
Hardware Device column for the missing device.
Now choose the new hardware device you want to use.

User Interface Tour
Panel Areas

On each side of the main window, there is a Panel Area. This area can dock the many properties-panels
used to edit the project.
Drag the panels around to re-arrange them. If you close a panel, you can open it again from the View
menu.
To save space, the panel areas can be contracted by clicking on the little arrows at the top of each panel.
When contracted, the properties panels are toggled by clicking on each icon.

View Modes

On the top right of the main window, you can select different view modes.
These modes take over the main window to let you work on specific tasks. There are three View Modes:
Audio Patch, Cue List, and Chains.

Workspaces

Workspaces save the entire window layout to let you switch between different frequently used setups.
Workspaces are managed in the Workspace Panel.
Workspaces can be recalled by a cue, keyboard shortcuts, or using a hardware controller.

Signal Chains Vs. Single Plugins
In LiveProfessor, there are two ways to add plugins. If you add a new plugin from the Plugin Menu, it is a
simple independent unit that can be routed any way you like. You can connect it to the physical I/O or to
other plugins.
The other way is by defining Signal Chains (Or Chains as we call them).
A chain is a collection of plugins, where all plugins are connected in serial.
Working with chains has numerous advantages.
It makes it easy to organize plugins; for example, all plugins that process the bass-guitar would be in
the “Bass guitar” chain.
Changing the order of processing is easy; you can simply drag them around.
Replacing a plugin or bypassing the whole chain is easy. Also, adding a new plugin to a chain requires
no additional patching.
If you are using plugins that create extra latency, you can time align the chains to each other.
The Signal Chains are accessed by clicking the Signal Chains button on the top right.

Plugin Controls

Each plugin and chain in LiveProfessor has a set of common controls.
This section will explain each of them.

Enable Processing

When the button is on (green), the plugin/chain will be processed. If it is off, the plugin will not be
included in the audio processing, and no audio will be sent to/from the plugin.

Audio Bypass

When a plugin is bypassed, (Button is red) the plugin does not process the audio, but passes the
input to the output unchanged.
Note that Audio Gain and Audio Mute still apply.

Audio Mute

No audio is sent from the plugin/chain. The plugin will still get input signal.

Midi Mute

Midi input is muted, except for Note-Off and Sustain Off messages.
Passing note off and sustain allows you to mute, while holding a chord and still letting the plugin
receive the note-off messages. (No hanging notes)

ISO (isolate)

When the plugin is set to isolate, its settings will not be changed when you recall snapshots.

Input and output gain
This is volume control you can apply to the audio input and output of each plugin/chain.

Plugin Snapshots

Each plugin in LiveProfessor can have its own set of snapshots.
Using plugin snapshots, you can save the settings of a plugin and
later recall them.
Plugin snapshots can be used with the cue list to recall settings
during a performance.
They can also be saved to a file (Right click on the snapshot) and
used as simple presets in other projects.
Plugin Snapshots only save plugin parameters; they do not save
the audio or midi patch, gain, or the on/off bypass state of a
plugin. If you need to automate any of these, you can use the
corresponding actions in a cue list or a Global Snapshot.

Global snapshots

Plugin snapshots are great if you want to store and recall the
settings of a single plugin. More often, you want to store multiple,
complete setups within the same project.
Global Snapshots do this.
When recalling a global snapshot, you usually want to filter out
specific elements you do not want to recall. This filter is set by
clicking on the F button on each snapshot.
Usually, you do not want to recall the audio patch and window
layout for each song. In that case, you can filter out the audio
patch or workspace.
Once you have a filter you frequently use, you can save the filter as
the default filter for new snapshots by clicking the settings button in the filter editor.
Try to filter out as much as you can from the global snapshots to make them recall faster.

Audio Routing
All audio routing is done in the Audio panel or in the Audio Patch
view mode.
In the Audio panel, you simply click on one of the chain/plugins
inputs/outputs and select the destination/source.
In the Audio panel, you can sum and split connections by holding
down the ctrl/cmd key while selecting an input or output.

The Audio Patch view shows sources (everything that can produce audio) in the vertical column and
targets (all destinations) in the horizontal column.
You route audio by clicking (or dragging) in the grid.
Holding down the ctrl/cmd key while selecting an input or output will split/sum the signal.

Midi Routing

Midi input and output routing is done in the Midi panel.
You can select multiple inputs and outputs by holding down the
ctrl/cmd key while selecting.
Each plugin /chain has a midi input meter to let you verify the
incoming signal.
There is also a midi thru option to let you pass the input to the
output.
If the midi input meter does not light up, check that your MIDI
device is active in the MIDI device list. (Options > Audio & Midi
Settings > Midi Devices)

MIDI Modifiers & Filters

LiveProfessor has a set of Midi Modifiers and filters that can be
applied to each plugin.
This can be accessed in the Midi Panel, with a plugin selected.

Modifiers

They must be turned on by clicking the Enable button (Power
symbol).
Transpose is the well-known function for shifting the incoming
notes up or down by the specified number of semitones.
Channel Change changes the channel sent to the plugin. So, if
your keyboard is sending on channel one, you can translate this
to, for example, channel four.

Key zones

Using key zones, you can limit the area of the keyboard where this plugin responds.
Click the Set Lower or Set Upper buttons and hit a note on the keyboard to define the zone.
Combined with the transpose modifier, zones enable you to divide your keyboard between multiple
plugins.

Filter

The MIDI filter can filter out any MIDI message you don’t want to send to the plugin. The filter is defined
by clicking on the Edit button.
The MIDI Modifiers can be changed during performance by using the Cue List and a MIDI
Patch Cue.

Cue Lists
Introduction to cue lists

The cue lists let you change LiveProfessor’s setup during a performance.
A cue list comprises cue-groups, containing one or more child cues, performing various actions on the
program.
When a cue-group is fired, all child cues within that cue are also executed.
The child cues can perform actions, such as recalling a snapshot, changing the audio patch, sending midi
messages, etc.

Creating a Cue List
All cue lists live in the Cue Lists panel. The panel has three buttons- Add (Plus - symbol), Rename (a|b Symbol), and Delete (X - symbol).
Clicking on the Add button will add a new Cue List to the project. The Project can have as many Cue Lists
as you like.
To open the Cue List, double click on it in the list.

The Cue List Window

The Cue List Window is divided in to four sections. At the top is the tool bar, from where you drag and
drop the cue types to the list.
The main section is the actual list with all the cues.
Below the list is the Cue Editor, where you set the properties of the selected cue.
And at the bottom, there is a panel with a Go Next button, Edit-Mode, Armed button, and the Settings
button.
A cue list can also be viewed in the Cue List View Mode. Here, you can choose one list to view full screen
inside the main window.

Working with Cues

Cues are added by dragging the cue type you want from the tool bar.
LiveProfessor will add a parent cue for each new cue to help you keep the list nice and tidy.
Some cues, like Snapshot Recalls, can be created by dragging the actual snapshot to the cue list.
Cues are executed in the order they appear in the list or within a parent cue and can be moved by
dragging them inside the list or to other lists.
A green line indicates where they will be placed after you release the mouse button.
To delete a cue, right click on it and select Remove Cue.
All cues have a set of common properties that can be changed in the Cue Editor´s Cue tab. These are Cue
Name, Cue Number, and Wait times.
Go Next
Usually, you want to step through the cue list sequentially during a performance.
The Go Next function will fire the next Parent Cue (Green) in the list.
To define which cue is “Next”, right click on it and select Set as next cue.
Cue Colors
Cues change color, depending on their current state.
Green: Cue is set as Next Cue and will be fired when clicking the Go Next button.
Blue: Cue is active fading, waiting, playing.

Wait Time
All child cues can have a pre- and a post-wait time to delay the execution of the actions.
To change the wait times, click on the clock symbol on the cue or use the cue editor.
Pre-wait delays the start of the child cue; all other child cues fire as normal.
Post wait makes these child cues wait until the pre, post, and fade time is complete.
Fade Times
Fade times are used to fade a parameter. Set the fade time by clicking the Duration button (Green
triangle) and typing a value in seconds. Not all actions have fade times, because they simply can’t be
faded, like a patch change.

Controlling the cue list
The Cue List can be controlled using the mouse & keyboard, a hardware controller, or individual MIDI
triggers on each cue, or using Midi Show Control.
Using Mouse & Keyboard
Fire a cue by double clicking it with the mouse or by clicking at the Go Next button in the Cue List.
These commands can be assigned keyboard shortcuts. (Options > Keyboard Shortcuts)
• Fire Next Cue
• Fire Previous Cue
• Stop All Audio Cues
• Step Up
• Step Down
Note these shortcuts will only target the list set to “Armed”.

Using Hardware Controllers
In the Controller Map editor, you can assign hardware controller buttons to these commands:
• Fire Next Cue
• Fire Previous Cue
• Stop All Audio Cues
• Step Up
• Step Down
Note these shortcuts will only target the list set to “Armed”.
Individual Midi Triggers
You can assign a MIDI trigger message to each cue. The cues will be fired independently from the “Next
Cue” sequence, just like double clicking it with the mouse.
To assign MIDI Triggers, you need not create a hardware controller, but simply assign the midi message
directly to the cue.
To setup MIDI triggers, you first must define the MIDI input to be used. This is done by clicking on the
settings button on the lower right of the Cue list.
Click on No Device Selected and select the input device.
(If no input device is present, you may need to define one under Options > Audio & Midi Options.)
After you have defined the input device, click on the parent cue you want to trigger.
In the cue editor, click the Trigger By Midi check box.
Now, you can click the Learn button to set the trigger automatically or define it manually by clicking the
Edit button.
Midi Show Control
To control a cue list by MSC, you first must define the MIDI input to be used. This is done by clicking on
the settings button on the lower right of the Cue list.
Click on No Device Selected and select the input device.
(If no input device is present, you may need to define one under Options > Audio & Midi Options.)
Then you enable Midi Show Control in the same settings window and define the device ID. The cue
numbers are used to identify the cues that should be fired.
You can also define a list number in the cue list settings.This allows you to control multiple cue lists.

Hardware Controllers
LiveProfessor’s Hardware Controllers section lets you control plugin parameters and program functions
using hardware devices, like MIDI and OSC Controllers.
We have tried to make the system flexible, while still being quick and easy to use.
To avoid the need for the user to fiddle with MIDI messages and controller numbers all the time, we have
created an additional layer between the hardware and the controlled parameters.
In LiveProfessor, you define a Hardware controller as a set of virtual knobs, buttons, or faders.
These resemble the hardware you want to use and are labeled and assigned MIDI messages.
You then assign these “virtual controls” to the parameters you want to control using Controller Maps.
By defining the controller this way, you are given greater control over the behavior of the controls, and
you can reuse the setup in future projects.

Defining A New MIDI Controller
To create a new MIDI controller, go to the Controllers menu and select Edit Controllers.
Click on the + button.
You are given options to create a new controller or load a previously saved controller.
Select Create New Midi Controller.
In the New Controller dialog, select the inputs and outputs (MIDI outputs are optional) you want to use,
and give the controller a name.
Click Ok.
Defining A New OSC Controller
To create a new OSC controller, go to the Controllers menu and select Edit Controllers.
Click on the + button.
Select Create New OSC Controller.
In the New Controller dialog, specify the port numbers to use, and the IP address of the controller.
If you only want to receive message, and not send data back to the controller, the IP address can be left
blank
Click Ok to create the controller.

Defining The Controls
Select the controller by clicking on the button with its name on the top of the Hardware Controllers
window.
Clicking on one of the three New Control- buttons lets you to define
controller buttons, knobs, or faders.
For each of the controls, label it in the Control Name field.
Click on the Learn button and activate the control on the hardware device.
Once the controls have been assigned messages from the hardware, see them react in the control list.

Controller Maps

What each control should do inside LiveProfessor is defined in Controller Maps.
The Controller Maps can be accessed by:
• Clicking on Map Controls in the Hardware Controller Window
• Using the menu Controllers > Map Controllers
• Using Map button in the dropdown in the main program window (Next to the DSP meter)
You can have as many controller maps as you like, and you can switch between them using Global
Snapshots or Cues.

Mapping

Open the Controller Map editor using one of the ways described above.
Select a controller you want to map.
Select one of the controls (Knobs/buttons/faders) you want to assign a program function to.
In the list on the right, find the program function you would like to assign. Use the + buttons to expand
each section.
By holding down the Ctrl/Cmd key, you can map one control to multiple functions.

Quick Assign

The Controller Map gives you an overview of the mapped controls.
However, for quick and easy mapping, we have created the Quick Assign feature.

This allows you to map the controller without finding the parameter in the list.
There are three ways to activate Quick Assign:
• Using “QA” button in the dropdown in the main program window
(Next to the DSP meter)
• Right clicking on the name of the controller map in the main window
(Next to the DSP meter)
• Keyboard shortcut Ctrl/Cmd + A
Once Quick Assign has been activated, you assign controllers by moving a control in a plugin using the
mouse and then move a hardware control (or vice versa).
Note that some plugins can’t be mapped this way because they don’t send parameter changes to LiveProfessor.

Controller Transformations

Sometimes, just mapping a hardware control to a plugin parameter directly is not enough; you also want
to tweak how the knob or button responds. LiveProfessor has several options for changing the response
and behavior of the hardware controller through controller transformation. The transformation can be
done at two stages;
• On the control, this will then apply to all mappings and are used when you want to compensate
for specific the behavior of the hardware.
This transform is set in the Controller editor.
• On each mapping, this will only be applied to this specific map. This is used to make the controller
work better with a specific plugin parameter, for instance.
Click on the Transform button in the map editor.
The best way to understand the different transformation types is to try them.
Types of transformation
Buttons:
• Reverse
• Toggle
• Input Limit
• Output Limit
Knobs and Faders:
• Reverse
• Relative
• Input Limit
• Output Limit

Reverse
Inverts the logic of the control.
When a fader or knob is turned all way down (0%), the controller will output 100%.

A button will be ON when not pressed and OFF when pressed.
Toggle (Buttons)
Each time the button is activated, the controller will switch the state of the button. This mode will ignore
the “button up” message, so only the press will be used.
Relative
Instead of moving the controller to the absolute position of the hardware controller, the value is changed
relatively.
Input Limit
By moving these two sliders, you can specify what part of the midi message should be used. The software
control will only respond to messages inside this range. Input limit can limit the range of a physical knob
or fader.
Output Limit
Moving these sliders sets a limit on the controlled parameter.
If you, for instance, want to control a frequency parameter, the range might be 20-20.000hz.
Using the output limit, you can make the physical knob only work in a set range, let’s say 200 – 2000. This
will improve the accuracy and the feel of the knob.

Tempo & Sync
Setting the project tempo
Some plugins can synchronize to a tempo value (BPM).
To set the project tempo in LiveProfessor, go to the Transport & Tempo panel.
Double click on the tempo value and type in a new value.
You can also use the Tap button to “tap in” an unknown value with the mouse button. LiveProfessor will
take an average of your taps, so if you need to start over, just stop tapping for around 3 seconds, and the
button will go back to its normal state, ready for another try. The Tap-function can also be assigned a
hardware controller button.
Project tempo can also be set using a Tempo Cue in the cue list.
Transport controls
Although LiveProfessor has no built in timeline or sequencer, you still have access to transport controls,
such as Play, Pause, Forward etc.
These controls will control plugins, such as drum machines, arpeggios, and loop-players, letting them
start and stop them and keeping them synchronized on the same beat.
Midi Beat Clock
LiveProfessor can synchronize its tempo and transport controls to incoming MIDI beat clock (MC or MBC).
To enable MIDI clock, go, to Options > Project Options.
Select the MIDI input device the clock is coming from. Once the device is selected, you can turn sync on/
off with the sync (Clock) button in the transport panel.

Midi Show Control
The cue lists in LiveProfessor can be controlled using MIDI show control.
LiveProfessor only responds to the GO command.
For a reference of the MSC protocol, please go to: http://www.richmondsounddesign.com/docs/
midi-show-control-specification.pdf
Setup
To enable MSC, click on the Cue List Settings button (Cogwheel) in the lower right of the cue list.
Select the correct Midi input by clicking on “No Device Selected”.
Turn on Enable Midi Show Control and set a Device Id for LiveProfessor.
LiveProfessor only responds to the command format “Sound” (10h). (See MSC reference).
When sending a Go command without a cue number, the next cue will fire.
If you send a message without cue list number, all lists will respond.
When sending cue and list numbers, cue number “1” is different from “01” or “1.0”, so you have to send the
exact text.

